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Outline	
•  Introduc.on	

– What	are	liquid	scin.llators?	
– How	does	it	work?	

•  Proper.es	&	Characteris.cs	
– Why	do	we	use	liquid	scin.llators	in	detectors?	

•  Future	
– Where	is	the	technology	headed?	
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INTRODUCTION	
Liquid	Scin.llator	101	
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hNp://www.oari.science.leidenuniv.nl/#/group/LISC	

Par.cle	
Liquid	Scin.llator	

Photosensor	

1.  Par.cle	deposits	energy	
as	it	travels	through	
liquid	scin.llator	

2.  Liquid	fluoresces,	
emiVng	visible	light	

γ 

3.  Light	is	picked	up	
by	photosensors	

Liquid	Scin.llator	Detectors	
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Current	Liquid	Scin.llator	Detectors	
NOvA	(USA)	

Accelerator	Neutrino	Beam	
Borexino	(Italy)	
Solar	Neutrino	

Daya	Bay	(China)	
Reactor	An.-Neutrino	
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KamLAND-ZEN	(Japan)	
136Xe	->	136Ba	
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3a  Scintillators   
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Particle Detectors – Principles and Techniques           
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excitation
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recombination

Also here one finds 2 time constants: from a few ns to 1 µs.

Liquefied noble gases

Liquefied noble gases: LAr, LXe, LKr

Inorganic	Liquid	Scin.llator	

•  Liquefied	Noble	Elements	(LAr,	LXe,	LKr)		

What	this	talk	is	not	about!	

LUX	(Liquid	Xe	TPC)	–	Dark	MaNer	
DUNE	(Liquid	Ar	TPC)	–	Neutrino	
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“Cocktail”	Recipe	
•  Liquid	Scin.llators	contains	two	

main	ingredients:	
1.  Solvent	
2.  Scin.llator	(Fluor)	
Mul.ple	scin.llators	can	be	present,	with	
each	addi.on	a	“Wavelength	Shikers”		

How does an LSC cocktail workHow does an LSC cocktail work ??

β hν

Chemical 
Quench Color Quench

Par.cle	excites	
solvent	

Solvent	transfers	
energy	to	fluor	

Fluor	emits	
visible	light	
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Solvent	
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How does an LSC cocktail workHow does an LSC cocktail work ??

β hν

Chemical 
Quench Color Quench
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Cocktails using solvents such as benzene, toluene, xylene,  
or pseudocumene are classical cocktails and those using  
linear alkyl benzene (LAB), PXE (phenylxylylethane), or DIPN 
(Diisopropylnaphthaline) are safer cocktails. The latter  
group of cocktails is less toxic and so far no cancerogeneity, 
mutageneity or teratogenic behavior could be found. These 
cocktails have a much lower vapor pressure and therefore they 
do not show this strong smell which can be observed with 
classical cocktails. The flash point of the safer cocktails is much 
higher, significantly higher than room temperature which 
makes handling of these cocktails in the lab much safer.

First of all we will talk about the components of the cocktail 
and discuss, why we offer a large number of different cocktails. 
You will see that usually it will not make sense to use a good 
LSC cocktail for a radio-HPLC application but instead you should 
use a special radio-HPLC cocktail.

In addition to vial LSC cocktails and radio-HPLC cocktails there 
are also special cocktails for microplate counters. A good cocktail 
has to show mainly the following properties:

 1. Good uptake capacity

 2. Low content of natural 14C

 3. High transmission for photons

 4. High quantum yield

 5. It should be a safer cocktail

 6.  The cocktail should be usable for a wide range  
of applications

 7. Low price (good price/performance ratio)

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to develop a cocktail 
which guarantees all the seven points just mentioned. Also many 
users have different applications and therefore have different 
priorities. For a user in the field of environmental monitoring it can 
be very important to have a cocktail with very high uptake 
capacity, another user on the other hand might have a very low 
price for the cocktail as the highest priority. Over the decades this 
lead to a huge range of cocktails and it is difficult to give an 
overview for all these cocktails, even for a specialist. The product 
range includes some universal cocktails as well as cocktails for very 
special applications. The universal cocktails can be used for a wide 
range of applications, however, in some cases best performance 
can be obtained with cocktails for special applications. On the 
other hand these special cocktails are usually limited in the range 
of applications. Most of the important universal as well as special 
cocktails will be explained in this application note.

A cocktail contains in general four different components (4 s rule):

 1. Solvent

 2. Scintillator

 3. Surfactant

 4. Sample

Surfactants are not components of all cocktails. They are only 
part of those cocktails which are designed for the uptake of 
aqueous solutions. On the following pages we will discuss all the 
components of cocktails.

Solvent

There are mainly two reasons why we use solvents in cocktails. First 
of all we have to dissolve the sample and the scintillator and 
secondly the solvent is important for the energy transfer from the 
radioisotope to the scintillator. Solvents with large conjugated π−
electron systems are very well suited for the energy transfer from a 
radionuclide to the solvent. These π−electrons are easily excited. A 
typical group of compounds with π−electron systems is the group 
of aromatic hydrocarbon compounds. Besides the ability to transfer 
the energy the solvents in a scintillation cocktail must have the 
following capabilities:

 1.  It has to dissolve the radioactive sample and the scintillator 
fast and completely.

 2.  It should contain a small amount of natural 14C activity.

 3.  It should have a high transmission for photons emitted from 
the scintillator. 

A list of the most used solvents is shown in Figure 1. Among the 
properties of the solvents the relative pulse height and the flash 
point are of special interest. Both properties are listed in the 
following figure.

The reference value for the relative pulse height is per definition 
100 for toluene. The flashpoint is the lowest temperature which 
allows self ignition of the gases of a flammable liquid in air.

Figure 1. Solvents in liquid scintillation cocktails.

“Classical		Cocktails”	

“Safer	Cocktails”	

•  Proper.es	of	solvent:	
– Must	efficiently	absorb	deposited	energy	from	par.cle		
(aroma.c	rings	with	π-electron	cloud	are	excellent)		

–  Scin.llators	(fluors)	should	be	soluble	in	the	solvent	

•  Toxic	
•  Carcinogenic	
•  Low	Flash	Point	
•  Cowan	&	Reines	used	Toluene	
•  Pseudocumene	most	popular	(Borexino,	

KamLAND,	NOvA)	Linear	Alkyl	Benzene	(LAB)	

•  LAB	iden.fied	as	promising	solvent	by	SNO+,	
now	also	used	by	Daya	Bay	and	RENO	

•  PXE	used	by	Double-CHOOZ	

List	of	Solvents	



Primary	Scin.llator	
1.  The	dipole-dipole	interac.on	between	the	excited	solvent	

and	scin.llator	leads	to	a	radia.onless	transfer	of	energy	
2.  Excited	scin.llator	emits	UV	light	
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1.3.2 The Role of Phosphors (Scintillators)
Phosphors are broadly divided into two classes: primary and second-
ary scintillators.  Included at 0.3-1% of the solution volume, primary
scintillators provide the conversion of captured energy to the emis-
sion of light.  The molecules of scintillator appear to induce a dipole
moment in their solvation shell, allowing direct transfer of energy be-
tween the scintillator and excited solvent molecules separated by up
to 10 other solvent molecules.  Primary scintillators must be capable
of being excited to a light emitting state by excited solvent molecules,
and they must be soluble in the solvent at a sufficient concentration to
give efficient energy capture.

Secondary scintillators, or wavelength shifters, were originally in-
cluded in scintillation cocktails to compensate for the narrow spectral
response of early photomultiplier tubes.  Most primary scintillators
emit light below 408nm, but the response of early photomultiplier tubes
drops significantly in this range.  A secondary scintillator captures the
fluorescence energy of the excited primary scintillator, and re-emits it
as a longer wave length signal.  The process by which this energy ex-

Figure 1.3.1b The solvent molecules in a scintillation cocktail absorb a portion of an alpha or beta particle’s energy.  The energy passes between solvent molecules until the energy reaches
a phosphor, which absorbs the energy and re-emits it as light.

Toluene

p-Terphenyl

β particle

change takes place is not clear.  (Although the emission spectrum of
the primary scintillator and the absorption spectrum of the secondary
scintillator generally overlap, the kinetics of the exchange suggest di-
rect contact rather than an emission-absorption event.)  While mod-
ern phototubes are generally capable of counting the light pulses from
the primary scintillator, secondary scintillators have been found to im-
prove efficiency in many cases and are still included in most cocktails.

It has been found that linked benzene rings, rather than larger aro-
matic systems, generally make superior scintillators.  PPO is the most
commonly used primary, and Bis-MSB the most common secondary
scintillator.  Napthalene is somewhat unique, in that it can serve as a
low efficiency scintillator and as a solvent, in concert with other or-
ganics.

1.4 Liquid Scintillation Signal
Interpretation

1.4.1 Patterns of Light Emission
A β particle, passing through a scintillation cocktail, leaves a trail of
energized solvent molecules.  These excited solvent molecules trans-
fer their energy to scintillator molecules, which give off light.  Each
scintillator molecule gives off only one photon on activation, (and the
wavelength of that photon is characteristic of the scintillator, not the
β-particle), but multiple scintillators are activated by the energized
molecules generated by one β-particle.  The path of a β-particle in a
cocktail is generally less than 0.1 cm; and the half life is correspond-
ingly short, which means that the burst of photons from an emission
event derives from a small space, and reaches the PMT with sufficient
simultaneity to be read as one pulse of light.

The number of photons generated is directly proportional to the path
length of the β particle, which is in turn determined by its emission
energy (the β particle rebounds from solvent molecule to solvent mol-
ecule, until its incident energy is exhausted).   The intensity of each
light pulse corresponds to the emission energy and the number of
pulses per second corresponds to the number of radioactive emissions.

Scintillator Structure
Emission

Wavelength

Butyl PBD
2-[4-biphenylyl]-5-[4-tert-butyl-
phenyl]-1,3,4-oxadiazole)
Order No. SFC-20

Naphthalene
Order No. SFC-40

p-Terphenyl
Order No. SFC-50

363nm

322nm

340nm

Primary Scintillators

Secondary Scintillators

TPB
(1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-butadiene)
Order No. SFC-15

455nm

Table 1.3.2a

PPO
2,5-diphenyloxazole
Order No. SFC-10

357nm

BBQ
(7H-benzimidazo[2,1-a]benz
[de]isoquinoline-7-one)
Order No. SFC-13

477nm

POPOP
(1,4-bis[5-phenyloxazol-2-
yl]benzene)
Order No. SFC-60

410nm

Bis-MSB
(1,4-bis[2-methylstyryl]-
benzene)
Order No. SFC-90

420nm

Figure 1.4.1a Passing through scintillation
fluid, a single beta particle gives rise to multiple,
nearly simultaneous emissions of light.  These pho-
tons are registered by the photomultiplier tube as
one pulse of energy.  The magnitude of this light
pulse corresponds to the number of photons.

Most	commonly	used	in	experiments	

Förster	Resonance	
Energy	Transfer	(FRET)	 γ 

How does an LSC cocktail workHow does an LSC cocktail work ??

β hν

Chemical 
Quench Color Quench



Secondary	Scin.llator	(Wavelength	Shiker)	
•  Early	photomul.plier	tubes	sensi.vity	dropped	below	400	nm	
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scintillator.  Napthalene is somewhat unique, in that it can serve as a
low efficiency scintillator and as a solvent, in concert with other or-
ganics.

1.4 Liquid Scintillation Signal
Interpretation

1.4.1 Patterns of Light Emission
A β particle, passing through a scintillation cocktail, leaves a trail of
energized solvent molecules.  These excited solvent molecules trans-
fer their energy to scintillator molecules, which give off light.  Each
scintillator molecule gives off only one photon on activation, (and the
wavelength of that photon is characteristic of the scintillator, not the
β-particle), but multiple scintillators are activated by the energized
molecules generated by one β-particle.  The path of a β-particle in a
cocktail is generally less than 0.1 cm; and the half life is correspond-
ingly short, which means that the burst of photons from an emission
event derives from a small space, and reaches the PMT with sufficient
simultaneity to be read as one pulse of light.

The number of photons generated is directly proportional to the path
length of the β particle, which is in turn determined by its emission
energy (the β particle rebounds from solvent molecule to solvent mol-
ecule, until its incident energy is exhausted).   The intensity of each
light pulse corresponds to the emission energy and the number of
pulses per second corresponds to the number of radioactive emissions.

Scintillator Structure
Emission
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2-[4-biphenylyl]-5-[4-tert-butyl-
phenyl]-1,3,4-oxadiazole)
Order No. SFC-20

Naphthalene
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(1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-butadiene)
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Table 1.3.2a

PPO
2,5-diphenyloxazole
Order No. SFC-10

357nm

BBQ
(7H-benzimidazo[2,1-a]benz
[de]isoquinoline-7-one)
Order No. SFC-13

477nm
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(1,4-bis[5-phenyloxazol-2-
yl]benzene)
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Figure 1.4.1a Passing through scintillation
fluid, a single beta particle gives rise to multiple,
nearly simultaneous emissions of light.  These pho-
tons are registered by the photomultiplier tube as
one pulse of energy.  The magnitude of this light
pulse corresponds to the number of photons.

Most	commonly	used	in	experiments	

Solvent	

Cowan	&	Reines	(Savannah	River	Plant)	used	Dumont	6364	PMT	



Secondary	Scin.llator	(Wavelength	Shiker)	
•  Modern	photomul.plier	tubes	are	

capable	of	detec.ng	UV	lights	from	
primary	scin.llators	

•  Secondary	scin.llator	are	regularly	
used	to	improve	performance:	
–  Solvent	more	“transparent”	to	high	

wavelength	light	
–  Reduce	“self-absorp.on”	(overlap	of	

absorp.on	and	emission	spectra)	

11	

Spectral	Response	
Hamamatsu	R5912	PMT	
	(Daya	Bay	Experiment)	

PPO	
357	nm	

Bis-MSB	
420	nm	

62	nm	 75	nm	Stokes’	shik:	

Whitepaper	for	LENA	(10.1016/j.astropartphys.2012.02.011)	



Liquid Scintillator for Neutrino experiments
Experiment LS Extractant Fluors/Shifters

Cowan and Reines Cd-loaded toluene carboxylate in 
methanol DNPO

Palo Verde 40% PC + 60% Mineral oil carboxylate 4 g/L PPO + 100 mg/L bis-MSB

CHOOZ
50% Norpar-15 (paraffinic 

liquid) + 50% IPB 
(isopropylbiphenyl)

hexanol 1 g/L p-TP + bis-MSB

Eljen Anthracene + PC n/a 3 g/L PPO + 0.3 g/L POPOP

Bicron PC or Mix of PC+MO EHA unknown

Borexino PC n/a 1.5 g/L PPO or p-TP + bis-MSB

MiniBooNE MO n/a n/a

LENS LAB carboxylate 3g/L PPO + 15mg/L MSB

Daya Bay LAB carboxylate 3g/L PPO + 15mg/L MSB

SNO+ LAB carboxylate 2g/L PPO

Reno LAB carboxylate 3g/L PPO + 15mg/L MSB

Double-CHOOZ 20%PXE + 80%dodecane b-diketonate 6g/L PPO + 20mg/L MSB

KamLAND 20% PC + 80% dodecane n/a 1.52 g/L PPO

NOvA 5% PC + 95% MO n/a 1.2 g/L PPO + 17 mg/L MSB

LENA PXE/LAB withdodecane n/a PPO/MSB or ?5

12	From	Minfang	Yeh	(BNL)	Talk	
hNps://indico.fnal.gov/getFile.py/access?contribId=18&sessionId=11&resId=2&materialId=slides&confId=3356		



PROPERTIES	&	CHARACTERISTICS	
Cost	/	ANenua.on	Length	/	Energy	Response	/	Doping	
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Par.cle	Data	Group:	Detector	Technology	(2015)	
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34. Detectors for non-accelerator physics 9

comparable to the detector’s light-crossing time. Because photosensors lining an inner
surface represent a driving cost that scales as surface area, very large volumes can be
used for comparatively reasonable cost. Some detectors are segmented into subvolumes
individually viewed by PMTs, and may include other detector elements (e.g., tracking
detectors). Devices to increase light collection, e.g., reflectors or waveshifter plates, may
be employed. A common configuration is to have at least one concentric outer layer of
liquid material separated from the inner part of the detector to serve as shielding against
ambient background. If optically separated and instrumented with PMTs, an outer layer
may also serve as an active veto against entering cosmic rays and other background events.
The PMTs for large detectors typically range in size from 20 cm to 50 cm diameter, and
typical quantum efficiencies are in the 20–25% range for scintillation and water-Cherenkov
photons. PMTs with higher quantum efficiencies, 35% or higher, have recently become
available. The active liquid volume requires purification and there may be continuous
recirculation of liquid. For large homogeneous detectors, the event interaction vertex is
determined using relative timing of PMT hits, and energy deposition is determined from
the number of recorded photoelectrons. A “fiducial volume” is usually defined within the
full detector volume, some distance away from the PMT array. Inside the fiducial volume,
enough PMTs are illuminated per event that reconstruction is considered reliable, and
furthermore, entering background from the enclosing walls is suppressed by a buffer of
self-shielding. PMT and detector optical parameters are calibrated using laser, LED, or
other light sources. Quality of event reconstruction typically depends on photoelectron
yield, pixelization and timing.

Because in most cases one is searching for rare events, large detectors are usually sited
underground to reduce cosmic-ray-related background (see Chapter 28). The minimum
depth required varies according to the physics goals [29].

34.3.1.1. Liquid scintillator detectors:
Past and current large underground detectors based on hydrocarbon scintillators

include LVD, MACRO, Baksan, Borexino, KamLAND and SNO+. Experiments at
nuclear reactors include CHOOZ, Double CHOOZ, Daya Bay, and RENO. Organic
liquid scintillators (see Sec. 33.3.0) for large detectors are chosen for high light yield and
attenuation length, good stability, compatibility with other detector materials, high flash
point, low toxicity, appropriate density for mechanical stability, and low cost. They may
be doped with waveshifters and stabilizing agents. Popular choices are pseudocumene
(1,2,4-trimethylbenzene) with a few g/L of the PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole) fluor, and
linear alkylbenzene (LAB). In a typical detector configuration there will be active or
passive regions of undoped scintillator, non-scintillating mineral oil or water surrounding
the inner neutrino target volume. A thin vessel or balloon made of nylon, acrylic or
other material transparent to scintillation light may contain the inner target; if the
scintillator is buoyant with respect to its buffer, ropes may hold the balloon in place.
For phototube surface coverages in the 20–40% range, yields in the few hundreds of
photoelectrons per MeV of energy deposition can be obtained. Typical energy resolution
is about 7%/

√

E(MeV), and typical position reconstruction resolution is a few tens of cm

at ∼ 1 MeV, scaling as ∼ N−1/2, where N is the number of photoelectrons detected.
Shallow detectors for reactor neutrino oscillation experiments require excellent muon

February 12, 2016 17:11
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veto capabilities. For ν̄e detection via inverse beta decay on free protons, ν̄e +p → n+e+,
the neutron is captured by a proton on a ∼180 µs timescale, resulting in a 2.2 MeV γ ray,
observable by Compton scattering and which can be used as a tag in coincidence with
the positron signal. The positron annihilation γ rays may also contribute. Inverse beta
decay tagging may be improved by addition of Gd at ∼0.1% by mass, which for natural
isotope abundance has a ∼49,000 barn cross-section for neutron capture (in contrast to
the 0.3 barn cross-section for capture on free protons). Gd capture takes ∼30 µs, and
is followed by a cascade of γ rays adding up to about 8 MeV. Gadolinium doping of
scintillator requires specialized formulation to ensure adequate attenuation length and
stability.

Scintillation detectors have an advantage over water Cherenkov detectors in the
lack of Cherenkov threshold and the high light yield. However, scintillation light
emission is nearly isotropic, and therefore directional capabilities are relatively weak.
Liquid scintillator is especially suitable for detection of low-energy events. Radioactive
backgrounds are a serious issue, and include long-lived cosmogenics. To go below a few
MeV, very careful selection of materials and purification of the scintillator is required
(see Sec. 34.6). Fiducialization and tagging can reduce background. One can also dissolve
neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) isotopes in scintillator. This has been realized by
KamLAND-Zen, which deployed a 1.5 m-radius balloon containing enriched Xe dissolved
in scintillator inside KamLAND, and 130Te is planned for SNO+. Although for this
approach, energy resolution is poor compared to other 0νββ search experiments, the
quantity of isotope can be so large that the kinematic signature of 0νββ would be visible
as a clear feature in the spectrum.

34.3.1.2. Water Cherenkov detectors:
Very large imaging water detectors reconstruct ten-meter-scale Cherenkov rings

produced by charged particles (see Sec. 33.5.0). The first such large detectors were IMB
and Kamiokande. The only currently existing instance of this class of detector, with
fiducial volume of 22.5 kton and total mass of 50 kton, is Super-Kamiokande (Super-K).
For volumes of this scale, absorption and scattering of Cherenkov light are non-negligible,
and a wavelength-dependent factor exp(−d/L(λ)) (where d is the distance from emission
to the sensor and L(λ) is the attenuation length of the medium) must be included in the
integral of Eq. (33.5) for the photoelectron yield. Attenuation lengths on the order of
100 meters have been achieved.

Cherenkov detectors are excellent electromagnetic calorimeters, and the number of
Cherenkov photons produced by an e/γ is nearly proportional to its kinetic energy.
For massive particles, the number of photons produced is also related to the energy,
but not linearly. For any type of particle, the visible energy Evis is defined as the
energy of an electron which would produce the same number of Cherenkov photons.
The number of collected photoelectrons depends on the scattering and attenuation in
the water along with the photo-cathode coverage, quantum efficiency and the optical
parameters of any external light collection systems or protective material surrounding
them. Event-by-event corrections are made for geometry and attenuation. For a typical
case, in water Np.e. ∼ 15 ξ Evis(MeV), where ξ is the effective fractional photosensor
coverage. Cherenkov photoelectron yield per MeV of energy is relatively small compared

February 12, 2016 17:11

thresholds, but can perform real-time detection thus allowing extraction of both directional and spectral information.
This capability allowed Kamiokande-II to first demonstrate that the observed neutrinos were in fact coming from
the Sun (Fig. 3). Scintillator experiments have recently demonstrated thresholds competitive with the radio-chemical
approach [8], and can also perform real-time detection, making this the lead candidate technology for future detectors.

FIGURE 2. Spectra of neutrinos emitted by fusion reactions in the Sun. Solid lines represent neutrinos from the pp chain and
dashed lines are neutrinos from the CNO cycle. Original image taken from [1], and modified by the author to include the sensitivity
of various experimental approaches.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of the cosine of the angle between the reconstructed trajectory of an electron and the direction of the
Sun at a given time, from Kamiokande-II [12].

For several decades there was a large discrepancy between the flux of solar neutrinos predicted by the Standard Solar
Model (SSM) [9] and that measured by terrestrial experiments. This became known as the Solar Neutrino Problem.
The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment resolved the Solar Neutrino Problem with measurements in
2001 and 2002 by detecting the Sun’s “missing” neutrinos, confirming the theory of neutrino flavor change. SNO’s use
of a heavy-water target opened up both the charged-current (CC) and neutral-current (NC) interactions for neutrino
detection. At solar neutrino energies the CC interaction is sensitive only to electron neutrinos, whereas NC is sensitive
equally to all three flavors. The combination of SNO’s CC measurement with Super-Kamiokande’s high-precision
elastic scattering (ES) measurement demonstrated that the electron neutrinos produced in the Sun were oscillating to
other flavors prior to detection [7], a result later confirmed at 5s by SNO’s measurement of the flavor-independent
8B flux using the NC interaction [10]. This flavor change was confirmed as being due to oscillation soon thereafter by
the KamLAND experiment’s observation of the oscillation pattern in the spectrum of antineutrinos emitted by nearby
nuclear reactors [11]. This opened the door to a precision regime, allowing neutrinos to be used to probe the structure
of the Sun, as well as the Earth and far-distant stars.

Detector	sensi.vity	
to	solar	neutrino	
arXiv:1504.02154	[nucl-ex]	-	Gabriel	



Cost	(Xe)	

15	

Xenon	
~$1200	per	kg	

Current	Experiment	 Future	Experiments	

Dark	MaNer	

0νββ	

XENON100	(165kg)	
LUX	(370kg)	
PandaX-II	(500kg)	

EXO-200	(200kg)	

XENON1T	(3.5	tonne)	
LZ	(7	tonne)	
PandaX-IV	(20	tonne)	

nEXO	(5	tonne)	



Cost	(LAB)	
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LAB	
~$1	per	kg	
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PPO	
~$0.5	per	g	
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Bis-MSB	
~$0.003	per	mg	



Cost	of	Liquid	Scin.llator	

•  Per	kg	
– $1.00	LAB	
– $1.50	PPO	
– $0.05	Bis-MSB	

19	

Liquid Scintillator for Neutrino experiments
Experiment LS Extractant Fluors/Shifters

Cowan and Reines Cd-loaded toluene carboxylate in 
methanol DNPO

Palo Verde 40% PC + 60% Mineral oil carboxylate 4 g/L PPO + 100 mg/L bis-MSB

CHOOZ
50% Norpar-15 (paraffinic 

liquid) + 50% IPB 
(isopropylbiphenyl)

hexanol 1 g/L p-TP + bis-MSB

Eljen Anthracene + PC n/a 3 g/L PPO + 0.3 g/L POPOP

Bicron PC or Mix of PC+MO EHA unknown

Borexino PC n/a 1.5 g/L PPO or p-TP + bis-MSB

MiniBooNE MO n/a n/a

LENS LAB carboxylate 3g/L PPO + 15mg/L MSB

Daya Bay LAB carboxylate 3g/L PPO + 15mg/L MSB

SNO+ LAB carboxylate 2g/L PPO

Reno LAB carboxylate 3g/L PPO + 15mg/L MSB

Double-CHOOZ 20%PXE + 80%dodecane b-diketonate 6g/L PPO + 20mg/L MSB

KamLAND 20% PC + 80% dodecane n/a 1.52 g/L PPO

NOvA 5% PC + 95% MO n/a 1.2 g/L PPO + 17 mg/L MSB

LENA PXE/LAB withdodecane n/a PPO/MSB or ?5

Liquid	Scin.llator	
~$2.5	per	kg	

Schema.c	of	Daya	Bay	an.neutrino	detector	

Each	Daya	Bay	detector	holds	40	tonnes	of	LS	
(20	t	Gd-LS	+	20	t	LS)	

~$100k	per	detector	



ANenua.on	Length	
The	aNenua.on	length	is	the	distance	(λ)	where	the	
intensity	drops	to	1/e	

20	

(63%	probability	of	absorp.on)	

Probability	of	light	reaching	a	depth	x	

Want	λ	large	so	light	can	
reach	PMT	unimpeded!	

5m	diameter	
Daya	Bay	detector	

5m	height	
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Quartz$$
window$

Mirror$

Light$source,$opHcs,$$
and$PMTs$mounted$here$

Beam$
SpliGer$

PosiHon$of$$
SS$tube$
is$computer$
controlled$

~75$cm$
Focusing$
lens$

Iris$

To$liquid$

From$liquid$

OpHcal$
fiber$

Pulsed$LED$or$
Laser$light$source$TOP$VIEW$

SIDE$$
VIEW$

3$

Overview)of)the)System)

(see$next$slide$for$a$picture)$

As$tube$
moves$
down,$
pathlength$
in$liquid$
increases,$
and$
viceversa$

filter$

LBNL	ANenua.on	Length	Measurement	(1)	

Cheng-Ju	Lin	–	LBNL	Senior	Staff	Scien.st	



4$

Lens$and$
diaphragm$

Beam$
spliGer$cube$

Reference$PMT$

Signal$PMT$

LED$fiber$

  Top$view$photograph$of$the$opHcal$system:$

AGenuaHon$
filter$
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LBNL	ANenua.on	Length	Measurement	(2)	
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LBNL	ANenua.on	Length	Measurement	(3)	

  More$photographs$of$the$system:$

5$

AddiHonal$cover$to$
reduce$stray$light$

LightCsource$can$be$changed$
without$opening$the$box$

laser$

405nm$ 430nm$ 470nm$

Upper$mirror$

View$without$
addiHonal$cover$



LBNL	ANenua.on	Length	Measurement	(4)	

Basic)physics)of)the)system)
  Overall$principle:$$

$C$light$beam$is$sampled$before$going$through$the$liquid$(reference$PMT)$and$
$acer$going$through$the$liquid$(signal$PMT)$$

$C$The$aGenuaHon$length$is$extracted$from$the$raHo$between$the$signal$and$$
$reference$PMTs$as$a$funcHon$of$pathlength$in$the$liquid$

  This$way,$most$systemaHc$effects$cancel$to$first$order$(namely,$all$those$
that$are$common$to$the$reference$and$signal$measurements)$$

analogous$to$a$long$baseline$neutrino$oscillaHon$experiment!$

  Example$of$a$nice$aGenuaHon$length$measurement$(with)dirty)water):$$

  reference$is$quite$stable$$
  signal$shows$a$clear$trend$with$pathlength$(posiHon)$$
  RaHo$vs.$pathlength$gives$clear$exponenHal$shape,$

whose$slope’s$inverse$yields$the$aGenuaHon$length$

(Hme$is$proporHonal$to$posiHon)$$

(Hme$is$proporHonal$to$posiHon)$$

λ=1/0.4784=2.09m$

470nm$

Tube$is$
moved$
down$in$30$
discrete$
steps$

6$

Reference$PMT$

Signal$PMT$

Sig/ref$raHo$
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Daya	Bay	LS	ANenua.on	Length	
•  LBNL	measurement:	

25	

LED	wavelength	 470	nm	 430	nm	 405	nm	

Gd-LS	aNenua.on	length	 24.5	m	 17.0	m	 15.3	m	

•  Beijing	Measurement:	

Preliminary	results	with	<10%	uncertainty	

A@enuaBon	length	measurements	of	a	liquid	scinBllator	
with	LabVIEW	and	reliability	evaluaBon	of	the	device	
Chinese	Physics	C,	Volume	37,	Number	7	

LED	@	430nm	
λ(Liquid	Scin.llator)	=	~20m	



Size	of	detectors	
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KamLAND		

Borexino	 SNO+	

18m	

17.8m	

13.7m	



Energy	Response	of	Liquid	Scin.llators	
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Is	the	amount	of	scin.lla.on	propor.onal	to	
energy	deposited	into	the	liquid	scin.llator?	

Daya	Bay	Detector	RadioacBve	Source	CalibraBon	

Liquid	scin.llator	response	is	non-linear!	



Birks’	Formula		
•  J	B	Birks	developed	a	semi-empirical	model:	
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33. Detectors at accelerators 11

33.3. Organic scintillators

Revised August 2011 by Kurtis F. Johnson (FSU).

Organic scintillators are broadly classed into three types, crystalline, liquid, and plastic,
all of which utilize the ionization produced by charged particles (see Sec. 32.2 of this
Review) to generate optical photons, usually in the blue to green wavelength regions [19].
Plastic scintillators are by far the most widely used, liquid organic scintillator is finding
increased use, and crystal organic scintillators are practically unused in high-energy
physics. Plastic scintillator densities range from 1.03 to 1.20 g cm−3. Typical photon
yields are about 1 photon per 100 eV of energy deposit [20]. A one-cm-thick scintillator
traversed by a minimum-ionizing particle will therefore yield ≈ 2 × 104 photons. The
resulting photoelectron signal will depend on the collection and transport efficiency of the
optical package and the quantum efficiency of the photodetector.

Organic scintillator does not respond linearly to the ionization density. Very dense
ionization columns emit less light than expected on the basis of dE/dx for minimum-
ionizing particles. A widely used semi-empirical model by Birks posits that recombination
and quenching effects between the excited molecules reduce the light yield [21]. These
effects are more pronounced the greater the density of the excited molecules. Birks’
formula is

dL

dx
= L0

dE/dx

1 + kB dE/dx
, (33.2)

where L is the luminescence, L0 is the luminescence at low specific ionization density,
and kB is Birks’ constant, which must be determined for each scintillator by measurement.
Decay times are in the ns range; rise times are much faster. The high light yield and
fast response time allow the possibility of sub-ns timing resolution [22]. The fraction of
light emitted during the decay “tail” can depend on the exciting particle. This allows
pulse shape discrimination as a technique to carry out particle identification. Because of
the hydrogen content (carbon to hydrogen ratio ≈ 1) plastic scintillator is sensitive to
proton recoils from neutrons. Ease of fabrication into desired shapes and low cost has
made plastic scintillator a common detector element. In the form of scintillating fiber it
has found widespread use in tracking and calorimetry [23].

Demand for large volume detectors has lead to increased use of liquid organic
scintillator, which has the same scintillation mechanism as plastic scintillator, due to its
cost advantage. The containment vessel defines the detector shape; photodetectors or
waveshifters may be immersed in the liquid.

33.3.1. Scintillation mechanism :

A charged particle traversing matter leaves behind it a wake of excited molecules.
Certain types of molecules, however, will release a small fraction (≈ 3%) of this energy
as optical photons. This process, scintillation, is especially marked in those organic
substances which contain aromatic rings, such as polystyrene (PS) and polyvinyltoluene
(PVT). Liquids which scintillate include toluene, xylene and pseudocumene.

In fluorescence, the initial excitation takes place via the absorption of a photon,
and de-excitation by emission of a longer wavelength photon. Fluors are used as
“waveshifters” to shift scintillation light to a more convenient wavelength. Occurring

February 9, 2016 13:55

L	:	Luminescence	
kB	:	Birks’	constant	
E	:	Energy	deposited	
x	:	Distance	traverse	in	LS	

Light	produced	should	be	
propor.onal	to	ioniza.on	of	LS	

However	too	much	ioniza.on	will	
damage	the	LS	molecules	ability	to	
scin.llate.	Assume	damage	is	also	
propor.onal	to	ioniza.on	

When	dE/dx	is	…	

1.  Small:	L	=	L0	*	Edeposited	(Linear	Response)	
2.  Large:	L	=	L0/kB	*	distance	(Non-Linear	Response)	



LBNL	LS	Energy	Response	Measurement	(1)	
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Jan. 15, 2015 Scintillator Nonlinearity – D. Dwyer 6

Compton Spectrometer

Use gamma Compton scatter
 to introduce e- into target.

Gamma source

Scintillator

High-Purity
Ge Detector

Advantages:
→ 'Tunable' e- energy
     Effectively mono-energetic 
     e- source.

→ Generate e- in scintillator
     bulk.
     No bias from e- energy 
     loss or shadowing.

Disadvantages:
→ Requires relatively 
     intense gamma sources,
     and careful collimation.

e-

γ

γ'

See:
 W.S. Choong et al. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 55 1073 (2008)
 O. Perevozchikov Ph.D. Thesis (2009)
 H.W.C. Tseung et al. NIM A654 318 (2011)
 F.H. Zhang et al. arXiv:1403.3257

Dan	Dwyer	–	LBNL	Staff	Scien.st	
Chris.an	Dorfer	–	Exchange	Undergraduate		

Compton	ScaNering	



LBNL	LS	Energy	Response	Measurement	(2)	
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Jan. 15, 2015 Scintillator Nonlinearity – D. Dwyer 8

System Layout
Post-scattering Collimator

Collimated Gamma Source

Scintillator Target
with Photomultipliers 

Gamma Turntable
Gamma Beam Stop 

High-Purity Germanium Detector



Jan. 15, 2015 Scintillator Nonlinearity – D. Dwyer 10

In Real Life...
View from above of complete system, at 40o scattering angle

LBNL	LS	Energy	Response	Measurement	(3)	
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LBNL	LS	Energy	Response	Measurement	(4)	
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Jan. 15, 2015 Scintillator Nonlinearity – D. Dwyer 9

In Real Life...

Target mounted in
gamma turntable

Completed assembly,
including collimation

and magnetic shielding



LBNL	LS	Energy	Response	Results	
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Oct.#19,#2015# Emission#linearity#of#GdLS#?#D.#Dwyer# 24#

ScinXllaXon#Linearity#

60Co#

137Cs#

Measurement'of'scin3llator'linearity'vs.'eT'energy'

Sta=s=cal#uncertain=es#only##

Ad(hoc#smooth#model:#
α – β e-ρx 

Preliminary!	
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Reactor

EE

Solar

Others

Metal-loaded LS for Neutrino Physics

Minfang Yeh, BNL4/1/2014 5

From	Minfang	Yeh	(BNL)	Talk	
hNps://p25ext.lanl.gov/seminar_files/Minfang_Yeh_040114.pdf	



Doping	for	Reactor	Neutrinos	Experiments	
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•  Daya	Bay,	Double-CHOOZ,	RENO	are	doped	with	Gadolinium	(Gd)	
•  Electron	An.-Neutrino	detected	by	the	inverse	beta	decay	(IBD):	

Illustra.on	of	IBD	event	

neutron	capture	on	Hydrogen	(nH)	 neutron	capture	on	Gadolinium	(nGd)	

nH	 nGd	

Daya	Bay	IBD	selecBon	



Doping	for	0νββ	experiments	
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•  KamLAND	(Reactor	Neutrino)	and	SNO	(Solar	Neutrino)	detectors	
have	been	repurposed	to	search	for	0νββ	
–  KamLAND-ZEN	(136Xe)	
–  SNO+	(130Te)	

	

KL-Zen
800 KL2-Zen

(1000kg)

KL-Zen
400

Covering most of 
the IH region !

40meV
60meV

Entering the IH 
region. 

383kg Xe

1000kg Xe

Next 
Future

Achieved

20meV

750kg Xe

Clean mini-balloon
Increased Xe

Cosmological observation
Accelerator, reactor, atmospheric, solar ν experiments

Theoretical research

Branch point of the IH and NH

Close to the 
IH region. 

19/20

Our goal !

KamLAND-Zen sensitivity

KamLAND-Zen	talk	(Neutrino	2016)	



FUTURE	
Towards	a	Water-Based	Liquid	Scin.llator	
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Water	Cherenkov	
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What	this	talk	is	not	about!	

Super-Kamiokande	

39.3m	diameter	

41.4m	height	



Water-based	Liquid	Scin.llator	
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Cherenkov and Scintillation Detectors 

Cerenkov (e.g. Super-K, SNO)

Scintillator (e.g. SNO+, Daya Bay)

Cherenkov + 
Scintillation

Cost-effective scintillator with
superior scintillation optical 
length + adequate light-yield

Water-based Liquid Scintillator

Minfang Yeh, BNL4/1/2014

From	Minfang	Yeh	(BNL)	Talk	
hNps://p25ext.lanl.gov/seminar_files/Minfang_Yeh_040114.pdf	



LBNL	Daya	Bay	research	on	WbLS	

•  Group	is	hard	at	work	on	WbLS!	
•  Unfortunately	most	of	the	work	is		
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Desired Properties of a WBLS 
2) Large light yield 

cyan = DI Water 
black = Daya Bay LAB 
red = LAB + PPO 
orange = LAB + bis-MSB 
green = Fushen LAB + PPO + bis-MSB 
blue = Waste GdLS 
purple = Safeway Detergent 
magenta = Safeway Detergent 1% 
grey = LAS 2% 

Undergraduates 
Sean Hooten 
Lauren Capelluto 
Peter Dotti 


